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IFSF BQQFBST UP CF B QFSTJTUFOU CFMJFG JO NBUIFNBUJDBM
UFYUCPPLT BOE NBUIFNBUJDT UFBDIJOH UIBU
HPPE QSBDUJDF NPTUMZ TFF GPPUOPUF JOWPMWFT ëSTU
QSPWJEJOH TUVEFOUT XJUI B DPODJTF EFëOJUJPO PG B DPODFQU
CFGPSF FYBNQMFT PG UIF DPODFQU BOE JUT QSPQFSUJFT BSF GVSUIFS
FYQMPSFE NPTUMZ EFEVDUJWFMZ CVU TPNFUJNFT FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ
BT XFMM  5ZQJDBMMZ B EFëOJUJPO JT ëSTU QSPWJEFE BT GPMMPXT

• 1BSBMMFMPHSBN " QBSBMMFMPHSBN JT B RVBESJMBUFSBM XJUI IBMG
UVSO TZNNFUSZ 1MFBTF TFF FOEOPUFT GPS TPNF DPNNFOUT
PO UIJT EFëOJUJPO
"
!
 O
• ɨF OVNCFS F = MJNO→∞  +
= . . . .
O
• 'VODUJPO " GVODUJPO G GSPN B TFU " UP B TFU # JT B SFMBUJPO
GSPN " UP # UIBU TBUJTëFT UIF GPMMPXJOH DPOEJUJPOT
 GPS FBDI FMFNFOU B JO " UIFSF JT BO FMFNFOU C JO #
TVDI UIBU B C JT JO UIF SFMBUJPO
 JG B C BOE B D BSF JO UIF SFMBUJPO UIFO C = D


*U JT OPU CFJOH DMBJNFE IFSF UIBU BMM UFYUCPPLT BOE UFBDIJOH QSBDUJDFT GPMMPX UIF
BQQSPBDI PVUMJOFE IFSF BT UIFSF BSF TPNF TDIPPM UFYUCPPLT TVDI BT 4FSSB 
UIBU TFSJPVTMZ BUUFNQU UP BDUJWFMZ JOWPMWF TUVEFOUT JO EFëOJOH BOE DMBTTJGZJOH
USJBOHMFT BOE RVBESJMBUFSBMT UIFNTFMWFT "MTP JO NPTU JOUSPEVDUPSZ DBMDVMVT
DPVSTFT OPXBEBZT GPS FYBNQMF TPNF HSBQIJDBM BOE OVNFSJDBM BQQSPBDIFT BSF
VTFE CFGPSF JOUSPEVDJOH B GPSNBM MJNJU EFëOJUJPO PG EJêFSFOUJBUJPO BT B UBOHFOU
UP UIF DVSWF PG B GVODUJPO PS GPS EFUFSNJOJOH JUT JOTUBOUBOFPVT SBUF PG DIBOHF BU
B QBSUJDVMBS QPJOU

Keywords: constructive defining; golden rectangle; golden rhombus;
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'PMMPXJOH TVDI HJWFO EFëOJUJPOT TUVEFOUT BSF
VTVBMMZ OFYU QSPWJEFE XJUI FYBNQMFT BOE
OPOFYBNQMFT PG UIF EFëOFE DPODFQU UP
AFMVDJEBUF UIF EFëOJUJPO ɨF QSPCMFN XJUI UIJT
PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ QPQVMBS BQQSPBDI JT UIBU JU
DSFBUFT UIF NJTDPODFQUJPO UIBU NBUIFNBUJDT
BMXBZT TUBSUT XJUI EFëOJUJPOT BOE IJEFT GSPN
TUVEFOUT UIBU B QBSUJDVMBS DPODFQU DBO PGUFO CF
EFëOFE JO NBOZ EJêFSFOU FRVJWBMFOU XBZT
.PSFPWFS TUVEFOUT BSF HJWFO OP JEFB XIFSF UIF
EFëOJUJPO DBNF GSPN BOE PO XIBU HSPVOET UIJT
QBSUJDVMBS EFëOJUJPO XBT DIPTFO #Z QSPWJEJOH
TUVEFOUT XJUI B SFBEZNBEF EFëOJUJPO UIFZ BSF
BMTP EFOJFE UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ UP FOHBHF JO UIF
QSPDFTT PG NBUIFNBUJDBM EFëOJOH UIFNTFMWFT BOE
IFODF JU VOGPSUVOBUFMZ QPSUSBZT UP UIFN BO JNBHF
PG NBUIFNBUJDT BT BO ABCTPMVUJTU TDJFODF &SOFTU
 

4JODF UIFSF JT BO JOUFSFTUJOH TJEFBOHMF EVBMJUZ
CFUXFFO B SFDUBOHMF BMM BOHMFT FRVBM BOE B
SIPNCVT BMM TJEFT FRVBM TFF %F 7JMMJFST
 * XBT SFDFOUMZ DPOTJEFSJOH IPX UP EFëOF
UIF DPODFQU PG B AHPMEFO SIPNCVT 4UBSUJOH GSPN
UIF XFMMLOPXO EFëOJUJPO PG B HPMEFO SFDUBOHMF BT
B SFDUBOHMF XIJDI IBT JUT BEKBDFOU TJEFT JO UIF SBUJP
PG UIF HPMEFO SBUJP φ = . . . . * ëSTU
DPOTJEFSFE UIF GPMMPXJOH BOBMPHPVT PQUJPO JO
UFSNT PG UIF BOHMFT PG UIF SIPNCVT 1MFBTF TFF
FOEOPUFT GPS UIF EFëOJUJPO PG UIF HPMEFO SBUJP 

*O HFOFSBM UIFSF BSF FTTFOUJBMMZ UXP EJêFSFOU XBZT
PG EFëOJOH NBUIFNBUJDBM DPODFQUT OBNFMZ
EFTDSJQUJWF B QPTUFSJPSJ BOE DPOTUSVDUJWF B QSJPSJ
EFëOJOH %FTDSJQUJWF EFëOJUJPOT TZTUFNBUJ[F
BMSFBEZ FYJTUJOH LOPXMFEHF XIFSFBT DPOTUSVDUJWF
EFëOJUJPOT QSPEVDF OFX LOPXMFEHF 'SFVEFOUIBM
 

"O BDDVSBUF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG B AHPMEFO SIPNCVT
GVMëMMJOH UIJT BOHMF DPOEJUJPO JT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF 

ɨF QVSQPTF PG UIJT BSUJDMF JT UP IFVSJTUJDBMMZ
JMMVTUSBUF UIF QSPDFTT PG DPOTUSVDUJWF EFëOJOH JO
SFMBUJPO UP B SFDFOU FYQMPSBUJPO CZ NZTFMG PG UIF
DPODFQU PG B AHPMEFO SFDUBOHMF BOE JUT FYUFOTJPO UP
B AHPMEFO SIPNCVT AHPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN
AHPMEFO USBQF[JVN AHPMEFO LJUF FUD ɨPVHI
UIFTF FYBNQMFT BSF NBUIFNBUJDBMMZ FMFNFOUBSZ JU
JT IPQFE UIBU UIFJS EJTDVTTJPO XJMM JMMVNJOBUF UIF
EFFQFS QSPDFTT PG DPOTUSVDUJWF EFëOJOH
$POTUSVDUJWFMZ %FíOJOH B A(PMEFO 3IPNCVT

i <ǲF> BMHPSJUINJDBMMZ DPOTUSVDUJWF BOE
DSFBUJWF EFíOJUJPO  NPEFMT OFX PCKFDUT
PVU PG GBNJMJBS POFTw
o )BOT 'SFVEFOUIBM   

$POTUSVDUJWF B QSJPSJ EFëOJOH UBLFT QMBDF XIFO B
HJWFO EFëOJUJPO PG B DPODFQU JT DIBOHFE UISPVHI
UIF FYDMVTJPO HFOFSBMJ[BUJPO TQFDJBMJ[BUJPO
SFQMBDFNFOU PS BEEJUJPO PG QSPQFSUJFT UP UIF
EFëOJUJPO TP UIBU B OFX DPODFQU JT DPOTUSVDUFE JO
UIF QSPDFTT

" HPMEFO SIPNCVT JT B SIPNCVT XJUI BEKBDFOU
BOHMFT JO UIF SBUJP PG φ
"TTVNJOH UIF BDVUF BOHMF PG UIF SIPNCVT BT Y UIJT
EFëOJUJPO JNQMJFT UIBU
◦ − Y
◦
= φ, ∴ Y =  ≈ .◦ .
Y
+φ

'JHVSF  (PMEFO SIPNCVT XJUI BOHMFT JO SBUJP QIJ

ɨPVHI UIJT QBSUJDVMBS SIPNCVT MPPLT SFBTPOBCMZ
WJTVBMMZ BQQFBMJOH * XPOEFSFE IPX FMTF POF NJHIU
SFBTPOBCMZ PCUBJO PS EFëOF UIF DPODFQU PG B
HPMEFO SIPNCVT 4JODF B SFDUBOHMF JT DZDMJD BOE B
SIPNCVT IBT BO JOTDSJCFE DJSDMF * IJU VQPO UIF
JEFB PG TUBSUJOH XJUI B HPMEFO SFDUBOHMF &'()
XJUI &)
= φ BOE JUT DJSDVNDJSDMF BOE UIFO
&'
DPOTUSVDUJOH UIF SIPNCVT "#$% XJUI TJEFT
UBOHFOU UP UIF DJSDVNDJSDMF BU UIF WFSUJDFT PG UIF
SFDUBOHMF /PUF UIBU JU GPMMPXT EJSFDUMZ GSPN UIF
TZNNFUSZ PG UIF SFDUBOHMF &'() UIBU "#$% JT B
SIPNCVT  .VDI UP NZ TVSQSJTFE EFMJHIU * OPX
GPVOE UISPVHI BDDVSBUF DPOTUSVDUJPO BOE
NFBTVSFNFOU XJUI EZOBNJD HFPNFUSZ TPGUXBSF BT
TIPXO JO 'JHVSF  UIBU UIPVHI UIF BOHMFT XFSF OP
MPOHFS JO UIF SBUJP QIJ UIF EJBHPOBMT GPS UIJT
SIPNCVT OPX XFSF
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BFTUIFUJD QPJOU PG WJFX GPPUOPUF XF DPVME
UIFSFGPSF DIPPTF FJUIFS POF PG UIF BGPSFNFOUJPOFE
QPTTJCJMJUJFT BT PVS EFëOJUJPO )PXFWFS JU TFFNT
UIBU B CFUUFS BSHVNFOU DBO CF NBEF GPS UIF TFDPOE
EFëOJUJPO PG B AHPMEFO SIPNCVT TJODF JU TIPXT B
OJDF EJSFDU DPOOFDUJPO XJUI UIF HPMEFO SFDUBOHMF
"MTP OPUF UIBU UIF TFDPOE EFëOJUJPO DBO CF TUBUFE
JO FJUIFS PG UIF GPMMPXJOH FRVJWBMFOU GPSNT  B
RVBESJMBUFSBM XJUI TJEFT DPOTUSVDUFE UBOHFOUJBM UP
UIF DJSDVNDJSDMF BOE BU UIF WFSUJDFT PG B HPMEFO
SFDUBOHMF BT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JHVSF  PS NPSF TJNQMZ
BT  B SIPNCVT XJUI EJBHPOBMT JO UIF SBUJP PG φ
GPPUOPUF 

'JHVSF  (PMEFO SIPNCVT XJUI EJBHPOBMT JO SBUJP QIJ

*U JT OPU EJïDVMU UP FYQMBJO XIZ QSPWF UIBU UIF
EJBHPOBMT PG SIPNCVT "#$% BSF JO UIF SBUJP φ
$MFBSMZ USJBOHMFT "#, BOE ,&. BSF TJNJMBS GSPN
XIJDI GPMMPXT UIBU ",
= ,.
 #VU ,. = -& TP
#,
&.
",
-&
= &.  #VU UIFTF MFOHUIT (",, #,); (-&, &.)
#,
BSF SFTQFDUJWFMZ IBMG UIF MFOHUIT PG UIF EJBHPOBMT PG
UIF SIPNCVT BOE UIF TJEFT PG UIF SFDUBOHMF IFODF
UIF SFTVMU GPMMPXT GSPN UIF QSPQFSUZ PG UIF HPMEFO
SFDUBOHMF "#$%
ɨF TJ[F PG UIF BOHMFT PG UIF HPMEFO SIPNCVT JO
'JHVSF  DBO FBTJMZ CF EFUFSNJOFE VTJOH
USJHPOPNFUSZ BOE UIF UBTL JT MFGU UP UIF SFBEFS
"OPUIFS JOUFSFTUJOH QSPQFSUZ PG CPUI UIF HPMEFO
SFDUBOHMF BOE HPMEFO SIPNCVT JO UIJT
DPOëHVSBUJPO JT UIBU UBO ̸ &,' = UBO ̸ #$% = 
0OF XBZ PG FBTJMZ FTUBCMJTIJOH UIJT JT CZ BQQMZJOH
UIF EPVCMF BOHMF UBO GPSNVMB CVU UIJT JT BMTP MFGU
BT BO FYFSDJTF UP UIF SFBEFS UP WFSJGZ
4JODF EFëOJUJPOT JO NBUIFNBUJDT BSF UP TPNF
FYUFOU BSCJUSBSZ BOE UIFSF JT OP QTZDIPMPHJDBM
SFBTPO UP QSFGFS UIF POF UP UIF PUIFS GSPN B WJTVBM

ɨF DBTF GPS UIF TFDPOE EFëOJUJPO JT GVSUIFS
TUSFOHUIFOFE CZ UIF OJDF EVBMJUZ JMMVTUSBUFE
CFUXFFO UIF HPMEFO SFDUBOHMF BOE HPMEFO SIPNCVT
JO 'JHVSF  XIJDI TIPXT UIFJS SFTQFDUJWF NJEQPJOU
RVBESJMBUFSBMT HFOFSBMMZ DBMMFE A7BSJHOPO
QBSBMMFMPHSBNT  4JODF UIF EJBHPOBMT PG UIF HPMEFO
SFDUBOHMF BSF FRVBM JU GPMMPXT UIBU JUT
DPSSFTQPOEJOH 7BSJHOPO QBSBMMFMPHSBN JT B
SIPNCVT CVU TJODF JUT EJBHPOBMT BSF FRVBM UP UIF
TJEFT PG UIF HPMEFO SFDUBOHMF UIFZ BSF BMTP JO UIF
HPMEFO SBUJP BOE UIFSFGPSF UIF SIPNCVT JT B
HPMEFO SIPNCVT 4JNJMBSMZ JU GPMMPXT UIBU UIF
7BSJHOPO QBSBMMFMPHSBN PG UIF HPMEFO SIPNCVT JT B
HPMEFO SFDUBOHMF
$POTUSVDUJWFMZ %FíOJOH B A(PMEFO
1BSBMMFMPHSBN
4JODF UIF TIBQF PG B QBSBMMFMPHSBN XJUI TJEFT JO UIF
SBUJP PG QIJ JT WBSJBCMF JU TFFNFE OBUVSBM GSPN UIF
BGPSFNFOUJPOFE UP EFëOF B AHPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN
BT B QBSBMMFMPHSBN "#$% XJUI JUT TJEFT BOE
EJBHPOBMT JO UIF SBUJP QIJ FH "%
= #%
= φ BT
"#
"$
TIPXO JO 'JHVSF  &YQFSJNFOUBMMZ ESBHHJOH B
EZOBNJDBMMZ DPOTUSVDUFE HFOFSBM QBSBMMFMPHSBN
VOUJM JUT TJEFT BOE EJBHPOBMT XFSF BQQSPYJNBUFMZ JO
UIF HPMEFO SBUJP HBWF B NFBTVSFNFOU GPS ̸ "#$ PG
BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ◦ 

*U JT PGUFO DMBJNFE UIBU UIFSF JT TPNF JOIFSFOU BFTUIFUJD QSFGFSFODF UP UIF HPMEFO SBUJP JO BSU BSDIJUFDUVSF BOE OBUVSF )PXFWFS TFWFSBM

SFDFOU QTZDIPMPHJDBM TUVEJFT PO QFPQMFT QSFGFSSFE DIPJDFT GSPN B TFMFDUJPO PG EJêFSFOUMZ TIBQFE SFDUBOHMFT USJBOHMFT FUD EP OPU TIPX BOZ
DMFBS QSFGFSFODF GPS UIF HPMEFO SBUJP PWFS PUIFS SBUJPT FH TFF (SPTTNBO FU BM  4UJFHFS  4XBNJ   4VDI B ëOEJOH JT IBSEMZ
TVSQSJTJOH TJODF JU TFFNT WFSZ VOMJLFMZ UIBU POF DPVME FBTJMZ WJTVBMMZ EJTUJOHVJTI CFUXFFO B SFDUBOHMF XJUI TJEFT JO UIF HPMEFO SBUJP 
PS TBZ XJUI TJEFT JO UIF SBUJP PG   PS  PS FWFO GSPN UIPTF XJUI TJEFT JO UIF SBUJP  PS 
" MBUFS TFBSDI PO UIF JOUFSOFU SFWFBMFE UIBU PO IUUQTFOXJLJQFEJBPSHXJLJ(PMEFO@SIPNCVT B HPMEFO SIPNCVT JT JOEFFE EFëOFE JO
UIJT XBZ JO UFSNT PG UIF SBUJP PG JUT EJBHPOBMT BOE OPU JO UFSNT PG UIF SBUJP PG JUT BOHMFT " GVSUIFS DBTF GPS UIF QSFGFSSFE DIPJDF PG UIJT
EFëOJUJPO DBO CF BMTP NBEF GSPN UIF WJFXQPJOU UIBU TFWFSBM QPMZIFESB IBWF BT UIFJS GBDFT SIPNCJ XJUI UIFJS EJBHPOBMT JO UIF HPMEFO SBUJP
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'JHVSF  ɨF 7BSJHOPO QBSBMMFMPHSBNT PG B HPMEFO SFDUBOHMF BOE HPMEFO SIPNCVT

'JHVSF  (PMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN XJUI TJEFT BOE EJBHPOBMT JO UIF HPMEFO SBUJP

5P QSPWF UIJT DPOKFDUVSF XBT OPU IBSE "TTVNJOH
B =  JO 'JHVSF  JU GPMMPXT GSPN UIF DPTJOF SVMF
UIBU


"$ =  + φ − φ DPT ,


#% =  + φ + φ DPT .
#VU TJODF

#%
"$

= φ JT HJWFO JU GPMMPXT UIBU


 + φ + φ DPT





 + φ − φ DPT

=φ .

4PMWJOH UIJT FRVBUJPO GPS DPT BOE TVCTUJUVUJOH
UIF WBMVF PG φ HJWFT


DPT =

φ −


= ,

( φ + φ )


XIJDI ZJFMET = ◦  4P NZ FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ
GPVOE DPOKFDUVSF XBT JOEFFE USVF "DDPSEJOHMZ B
HPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN EFëOFE BT B QBSBMMFMPHSBN
XJUI CPUI JUT TJEFT BOE EJBHPOBMT JO UIF HPMEFO
SBUJP IBT AOFBU BOHMFT PG ◦ BOE ◦ BOE JU BMTP
MPPLT NPSF PS MFTT WJTVBMMZ QMFBTJOH &RVJWBMFOUMZ
BOE NPSF DPOWFOJFOUMZ XF DPVME EFëOF UIF

HPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN BT B QBSBMMFMPHSBN XJUI BO
BDVUF BOHMF PG ◦ BOE TJEFT JO UIF HPMEFO SBUJP PS
BT B QBSBMMFMPHSBN XJUI BO BDVUF BOHMF PG ◦ BOE
EJBHPOBMT JO UIF HPMEFO SBUJP ɨBU UIF SFNBJOJOH
QSPQFSUZ GPMMPXT GSPN UIFTF DPOWFOJFOU BMUFSOBUJWF
EFëOJUJPOT JT MFGU UP UIF JOUFSFTUFE SFBEFS UP WFSJGZ
"O BQQFBMJOH QSPQFSUZ PG UIJT HPMEFO
QBSBMMFMPHSBN DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIBU PG B HPMEFO
SFDUBOHMF JT TIPXO JO UIF ëSTU UXP EJBHSBNT JO
'JHVSF  OBNFMZ UIBU SFTQFDUJWFMZ DVUUJOH Pê B
SIPNCVT BU POF FOE PS UXP FRVJMBUFSBM USJBOHMFT BU
CPUI FOET QSPEVDFT BOPUIFS HPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN
ɨJT JT CFDBVTF JO FBDI DBTF B QBSBMMFMPHSBN XJUI
BO BDVUF BOHMF PG ◦ JT PCUBJOFE BOE MFUUJOH

B =  XF TFF UIBU JU IBT TJEFT JO UIF SBUJP φ−

XIJDI JT XFMM LOPXO UP FRVBM φ
*O BEEJUJPO DPOTUSVDUJOH UIF 7BSJHOPO
QBSBMMFMPHSBN EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIF NJEQPJOUT PG UIF
TJEFT PG BOZ QBSBMMFMPHSBN BT TIPXO CZ UIF UIJSE
EJBHSBN JO 'JHVSF  JU JT FBTZ UP TFF UIBU UIF TJEFT
BOE EJBHPOBMT PG UIF 7BSJHOPO QBSBMMFMPHSBN XJMM
CF JO UIF TBNF SBUJP BT UIPTF PG UIF QBSFOU

4PNFXIBU MBUFS * GPVOE UIBU 8BMTFS  Q  IBE TJNJMBSMZ EFëOFE B HPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN BT B QBSBMMFMPHSBN XJUI BO BDVUF BOHMF

PG ◦ BOE TJEFT JO UIF HPMEFO SBUJP
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'JHVSF  $POTUSVDUJPO PG HPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBNT CZ TVCEJWJTJPO

'JHVSF  4QJSBMT SFMBUFE UP UIF HPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN

'JHVSF  "MUFSOBUJWF EFëOJUJPOT GPS HPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN BOE HPMEFO SIPNCVT

QBSBMMFMPHSBN )FODF UIF 7BSJHOPO QBSBMMFMPHSBN
PG B QBSBMMFMPHSBN XJMM CF B HPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN JG
BOE POMZ JG UIF QBSFOU QBSBMMFMPHSBN JT B HPMEFO
QBSBMMFMPHSBN
0G GVSUIFS SFDSFBUJPOBM JOUFSFTU JT UIBU UIF
TVCEJWJEJOH QSPDFTTFT PG UIF ëSTU UXP EJBHSBNT JO
'JHVSF  DBO CF DPOUJOVFE JUFSBUJWFMZ BT TIPXO JO
'JHVSF  KVTU MJLF UIF HPMEFO SFDUBOHMF UP QSPEVDF
SBUIFS QMFBTBOU MPPLJOH TQJSBMT
"T XBT UIF DBTF XJUI UIF SIPNCVT B AHPMEFO
QBSBMMFMPHSBN DBO BMTP CF DPOTUSVDUJWFMZ EFëOFE
EJêFSFOUMZ JO UFSNT PG XIBU JT DBMMFE B AHPMEFO
USJBOHMF OBNFMZ BO JTPTDFMFT USJBOHMF XJUI BO
BOHMF PG ◦ BOE UXP BOHMFT PG ◦ FBDI *U JT MFGU
BT BO FYFSDJTF UP SFBEFST UP WFSJGZ UIBU TVDI B
USJBOHMF IBT POF PG JUT MFHT UP UIF CBTF JO UIF SBUJP
φ  " HPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN DBO UIFSFGPSF CF
PCUBJOFE EJêFSFOUMZ GSPN UIF BGPSFNFOUJPOFE CZ B
IBMGUVSO BSPVOE UIF NJEQPJOU PG POF PG UIF MFHT

PG UIF HPMEFO USJBOHMF UP PCUBJO B QBSBMMFMPHSBN
XJUI TJEFT JO UIF SBUJP φ TFF GPPUOPUF BT TIPXO
JO UIF ëSTU EJBHSBN JO 'JHVSF 
/PUF UIBU VTJOH B HPMEFO USJBOHMF XF DBO BMTP
DPOTUSVDUJWFMZ EFëOF B HPMEFO SIPNCVT JO B UIJSE
XBZ BT TIPXO JO UIF TFDPOE EJBHSBN JO 'JHVSF 
#Z TJNQMZ SFìFDUJOH B HPMEFO USJBOHMF BSPVOE JUT
ACBTF XF PCUBJO B SIPNCVT XJUI JUT TJEF UP UIF
TIPSUFS EJBHPOBM JO UIF HPMEFO SBUJP ɨPVHI UIJT
AHPMEFO SIPNCVT NBZ BQQFBS UPP ìBUUFOFE PVU UP
CF WJTVBMMZ QMFBTJOH JU JT PG TPNF NBUIFNBUJDBM
JOUFSFTU BT JU BQQFBST JO SFHVMBS QFOUBHPOT SFHVMBS
EFDBHPOT BOE JO DPNCJOBUJPO XJUI B SFHVMBS
QFOUBHPO DBO DSFBUF B UJMJOH PG UIF QMBOF 4P UIJT JT
B DBTF XIFSF WJTVBM BFTUIFUJDT PG B DPODFQU IBWF UP
CF XFJHIFE VQ BHBJOTU JUT NBUIFNBUJDBM SFMFWBODF
*O 1BSU** PG UIJT BSUJDMF XF XJMM FYQMPSF TPNF
QPTTJCMF EFëOJUJPOT GPS HPMEFO JTPTDFMFT USBQF[JB
HPMEFO LJUFT BT XFMM BT B HPMEFO IFYBHPO

-PFC  7BSOFZ  QQ  EFëOF B HPMEFO QBSBMMFMPHSBN BT B QBSBMMFMPHSBN XJUI BO BDVUF BOHMF PG  BOE JUT TJEFT JO UIF HPMEFO

SBUJP ɨFZ UIFO QSPDFFE VTJOH UIF DPTJOF SVMF UP EFUFSNJOF UIF EJBHPOBMT PG TVDI B QBSBMMFMPHSBN UP QSPWF UIBU UIF TIPSU EJBHPOBM JT FRVBM
UP UIF MPOHFS TJEF PG UIF QBSBMMFMPHSBN BOE IFODF EJWJEFT JU JOUP UXP HPMEFO USJBOHMFT
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3FGFSFODFT
 %F 7JMMJFST .   4PNF "EWFOUVSFT JO &VDMJEFBO (FPNFUSZ -VMV 1SFTT
 &SOFTU 1   ǲF 1IJMPTPQIZ PG .BUIFNBUJDT &EVDBUJPO -POEPO 'BMNFS 1SFTT
 'SFVEFOUIBM )   .BUIFNBUJDT BT BO &EVDBUJPOBM 5BTL % 3FJEFM %PSESFDIU )PMMBOE
 (SPTTNBO 1 FU BM   %P 1FPQMF 1SFGFS *SSBUJPOBM 3BUJPT " /FX -PPL BU UIF (PMEFO 4FDUJPO 4UVEFOU SFTFBSDI DPOEVDUFE JO
 JO UIF %FQU PG "QQMJFE $PNQVUFS 4DJFODF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG #BNCFSH "DDFTTFE PO  0DU  BU
IUUQTXXXBDBEFNJBFEVɨF@(PMEFO@3BUJP
 -PFC "-  7BSOFZ 8   %PFT UIF (PMEFO 4QJSBM &YJTU BOE *G /PU 8IFSF JT JUT $FOUFS *O )BSHJUUBJ *  1JDLPWFS $"
  4QJSBM 4JNJMBSJUZ 4JOHBQPSF 8PSME 4DJFOUJëD QQ 
 4FSSB .  &EJUJPO   %JTDPWFSJOH (FPNFUSZ "O *OWFTUJHBUJWF "QQSPBDI &NFSZWJMMF ,FZ $VSSJDVMVN 1SFTT
 4UJFHFS 4  4XBNJ 7   5JNF UP MFU HP /P BVUPNBUJD BFTUIFUJD QSFGFSFODF GPS UIF HPMEFO SBUJP JO BSU QJDUVSFT 1TZDIPMPHZ PG
"FTUIFUJDT $SFBUJWJUZ BOE UIF "SUT 7PM   'FC  IUUQEYEPJPSHB
 8BMTFS )   ǲF (PMEFO 4FDUJPO 8BTIJOHUPO %$ ɨF .BUIFNBUJDBM "TTPDJBUJPO PG "NFSJDB

&OEOPUFT
 ɨJT JT OPU UIF DPNNPO UFYUCPPL EFëOJUJPO ɨF VTVBM EFëOJUJPO JT " QBSBMMFMPHSBN JT B GPVSTJEFE ëHVSF GPS XIJDI CPUI QBJST PG
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An example of constructive defining:

From a GOLDEN
RECTANGLE to GOLDEN
QUADRILATERALS
and Beyond
Part 2
This article continues the investigation started by the author in the March

MICHAEL DE VILLIERS

2017 issue of At Right Angles, available at: http://teachersofindia.org/en/
ebook/golden-rectangle-golden-quadrilaterals-and-beyond-1 The focus
of the paper is on constructively defining various golden quadrilaterals
analogously to the famous golden rectangle so that they exhibit some
aspects of the golden ratio phi. Constructive defining refers to the defining
of new objects by modifying or extending known definitions or properties
of existing objects. In the first part of the paper in De Villiers (2017),
different possible definitions were proposed for the golden rectangle, golden
rhombus and golden parallelogram, and they were compared in terms of
their properties as well as ‘visual appeal’.
In this part of the paper, we shall first look at possible definitions for a
golden isosceles trapezium as well as a golden kite, and later, at a possible
definition for a golden hexagon.

Constructively Defining a ‘Golden Isosceles Trapezium’
How can we constructively define a ‘golden’ isosceles
trapezium? Again, there are several possible options. It
seems natural though, to first consider constructing a golden
isosceles trapezium ABCD in two different ways from a
golden parallelogram (ABXD in the 1st case, and AXCD in

Keywords: Golden ratio, golden isosceles trapezium, golden kite, golden
hexagon, golden triangle, golden rectangle, golden parallelogram,
golden rhombus, constructive defining
74
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Figure 8. Constructing a golden isosceles trapezium in two ways

the 2nd case) with an acute angle of 60° as shown
in Figure 8. In the first construction shown, this
amounts to defining a golden isosceles trapezium
as an isosceles trapezium ABCD with AD // BC,
angle ABC = 60°, and the (shorter parallel) side
AD and ‘leg’ AB in the golden ratio phi.
From the first construction, it follows that triangle
DXC is equilateral, and therefore XC = a. Hence,
BC/AD = (phi + 1)/phi, which is well known to
also equal phi1 . This result together with the
similarity of isosceles triangles AED and CEB,
further implies that CE/EA = BE/ED = phi. In
other words, not only are the parallel sides in the
golden ratio, but the diagonals also divide each
other in the golden ratio. Quite nice!
In the second case, however, AD/BC = phi/
(phi – 1) = (phi + 1) = phi squared. Also note in
the second case, in contrast to the first, it is the
longer parallel side AD that is in the golden ratio
to the ‘leg’ AB, and the ‘leg’ AB is in the golden
ratio with the shorter side BC. So the sides of
this golden isosceles trapezium form a geometric
progression from the shortest to the longest side,
which is quite nice too!
Subdividing the golden isosceles trapezium in the
first case in Figure 8, like the golden parallelogram
in Figure 5, by respectively constructing a
rhombus or two equilateral triangles at the ends,
clearly does not produce an isosceles trapezium
similar to the original. In this case the parallel
sides (longest/shortest) of the obtained isosceles
1

1

trapezium are also in the ratio (phi + 1), and is
therefore in the shape of the second type in Figure
8. The rhombus formed by the midpoints of the
sides of the first golden isosceles trapezium is also
not any of the previously defined ‘golden’ rhombi.
With reference to the first construction, we could
define the golden isosceles trapezium without any
reference to the 60° angle as an isosceles trapezium
ABCD with AD // BC, and AD/AB = phi = BC/AD
as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Alternative definition for first golden
isosceles trapezium

However, this is clearly not as convenient a
definition, as such a choice of definition requires
again the use of the cosine formula to show
that it implies that angle ABC = 60° (left to
the reader to verify). As seen earlier, stating
one of the angles and an appropriate golden
ratio of sides or diagonals in the definition,
substantially simplifies the deductive structure.
This illustrates the important educational point
that, generally, we choose our mathematical
definitions for convenience and one of the criteria

Keep in mind that phi is defined as the solution to the quadratic equation phi2 – phi – 1 = 0. From
this, it follows that phi = (phi + 1)/phi, phi = 1/(phi -1), phi/(phi +1) = phi + 1, or phi2 = phi + 1.
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quickly graph the function and find the solution
for x = BD = 2.20 (rounded off to 2 decimals).
From there one could easily use Pythagoras to
determine BE, and use the trigonometric ratios
to find all the angles, giving, for example, angle
BAD = 112.28°. So as expected, this golden kite
is slightly ‘fatter’ and more evenly proportionate
than the previous two cases. One could therefore
argue that it might be visually more pleasing also.
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In addition, the midpoint rectangle of the third
golden kite in Figure 15, since its diagonals are in
the golden ratio, is a golden rectangle.

On that note, jumping back to the previous
section, this reminded me that a fifth way in
which we could define a golden isosceles trapezoid
might be to define it as an isosceles trapezium
with its mid-segments KM and LN in the golden
ratio as shown in Figure 17, since its midpoint
rhombus would then be a golden rhombus (with
diagonals in golden ratio). However, in general,
such an isosceles trapezium is dynamic and can
change shape, and we need to add a further
property to fix its shape. For example, in the 1st
case shown in Figure 17 we could impose the
condition that BC/AD = phi, or as in the 2nd case,
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cases since the angles only differ by a few degrees
(as can be easily verified by calculation by the
reader). Also note that for the construction in
Figure 17, as we’ve already seen earlier, AD to AB
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decimals), and since it is further from the golden
ratio, explains the elongated, thinner shape in
comparison with the golden kites in Figures 14
and 15.
only if, isosceles
Last, but not least, one can also choose to define
the famous Penrose kite and dart as ‘golden kites’,
which are illustrated in Figure 19. As can be seen,
they can be obtained from a rhombus with angles
of 72° and 108° by dividing the long diagonal
of the rhombus in the ratio of phi so that the
‘symmetrical’ diagonal of the Penrose kite is in
the ratio phi to the ‘symmetrical’ diagonal of the
dart. It is left to the reader to verify that from
this construction it follows that both the Penrose
kite and dart have their sides in the ratio of phi.
Moreover, the Penrose kites and darts can be used
to tile the plane non-periodically, and the ratio of
the number of kites to darts tends towards phi as
the number of tiles increase (Darvas, 2007: 204).
Of additional interest, is that the ‘fat’ rhombus
formed by the Penrose kite and dart as shown
in Figure 19, also non-periodically tiles with
the ‘thin’ rhombus given earlier by the second
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ratio phi to the ‘symmetrical’ diagonal
of the dart. It is left to the reader to
espectively be bisected by

Constructively Defining Other
‘Golden Quadrilaterals’
This investigation has already become longer than
I’d initially anticipated, and it is time to finish it
off before I start boring the reader. Moreover, my
main objective of showing constructive defining
in action has hopefully been achieved by now.

equi-angled, cyclic hexagon that all the pairs of
adjacent sides as shown in Figure 19 are in the
golden ratio; i.e., a ‘golden (cyclic) hexagon’. It
is left to the reader to verify that if FA/AB = phi,
then AL/LM = phi7, etc. In other words, the main
diagonals divide each other into the golden ratio.
The observant reader would also note that ABEF,
ABCD and CDEF, are all three golden trapezia
of the type constructed and defined in the first
case in Figure 8. Moreover, ALNF, ABCF, etc.,
are golden trapezia of the second type constructed
and defined in Figure 8.

However, I’d like to point out that there are
several other types of quadrilaterals for which
one can similarly explore ways to define ‘golden
quadrilaterals’, e.g., cyclic quadrilaterals,
circumscribed quadrilaterals, trapeziums5,
bi-centric quadrilaterals,
orthodiagonal
rals, circumscribed
quadrilaterals,
trapeziums5, bi-centric quadrilaterals,
quadrilaterals, equidiagonal quadrilaterals, etc.
onal quadrilaterals, equidiagonal quadrilaterals, etc.

Figure 21: Cutting off two rhombi and a golden trapezium
Figure 21. Cutting off two rhombi and a golden
trapezium

By cutting off two rhombi and a golden isosceles trapezium as shown in Figure 21, w
Figure 20: A golden hexagon with adjacent sides in golden ratio
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encapsulates at an elementary level some of the main research methodologies used
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research mathematicians. In that sense, this investigation has hopefully also contributed

ated), for example, constructively defines two different, interesting types of golden

investigation has hopefully also contributed a
compared in terms of the number of properties,
little bit to demystifying where definitions come
ease of construction or of proof, and, in this
from, and that they don’t just pop out of the
particular case in relation to the golden ratio,
air into a mathematician’s mind or suddenly
perhaps also of visual appeal. Moreover, it was
magically appear in print in a school textbook.
shown how some definitions of the same object
might be more convenient than others in terms of
In a classroom context, if a teacher were to ask
3FGFSFODFT
the deductive derivation of other properties not
students to suggest various possible definitions
contained
in .
the 
definition.
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